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Reading ( 20 Marks) 

A) Vocabulary (10 marks) 

- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, and d :  (4x2=8 marks) 

1- Nabeel was ………………………by the views of the park. 

          a) cultural                    b) amazed                   c) sparkling               d) artistic 

2- They………………………to have a tour in Lebanon. 

         a) rest                         b) carry                    c) respect                         d) suggest 

3- He is a good teacher. He has ………………………..in teaching English. 

         a) store                         b) pot                      c) experience                  d) factory 

4- I like reading books……………………...…. storybooks. 

         a) amazingly                b) mainly                 c) kindly                        d) specially 

5- You should keep ……………………..places and parks clean. 

         a) complex                    b) public                  c) heritage                     d) centre             

……………………………………………    ……………………………………………… 

Reading Comprehension (12 marks) 

-Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

        

             Last year, I went to Dickson House with my family. It is an old house in 

Old Kuwait. It is next to the sea. There are thirty rooms in this house.in the past, 

People slept on the roof on the hot nights. They didn’t have electricity, they used 

paraffin lamps to light their houses. They didn't have TV, so they went to the bed 

early when it got dark. They grew vegetables in their garden. The family ate 

together, they didn't have the things that people have today. It was very 

interesting to visit this house and to learn about people lived in the old times. 
 

-Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d (4x2=8 marks)  

1- the best title for the passage is: 

   a) Old Times            b) Electricity          c) Kind People            d) Dickson House 

2- The underlined word they in line 6 refers to: 

   a) houses                            b) people                      c) rooms                    d) lamps 

3 – The opposite of the underlined word interesting in line 8 is: 

   a) modern                          b) big                                  c) boring                 d) enjoying 

4 – People ate fresh vegetables because they: 

    a) slept early       b) grew them in the garden         c) used paraffin lamps      d) ate together  

- Answer the following questions: (2x2=4 marks) 

1- Where is Dickson House? 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………  

 

2- Why do people visit Dickson House? 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 
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A) Grammar (8 marks) 

Choose the correct answer from a, b,& c (4x2=8 marks) 

1- Amal isn’t tall………………………to play basket ball. 

          a) too                        b) enough                   c) to                  

2- Last week Sara…………………book about science for her project. 

         a) borrow                   b) borrows                  c) borrowed                   

3- My father would………………………...to travel this summer. 

         a) likes                        b) like                        c) liking               

4- She is ………………...…. young to drive this car, 

         a) to                             b) enough                   c) too            

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

B) Writing (8 Marks) 

 Fill in the graphic organizer, then use it to write a paragraph of not less than 4 

sentences about “A Visit to  the Book Fair” with the help of picture and guide words: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

C) Spelling (4 marks) 

Write the missing words to complete the text (4x1=4 marks) 

      

I read a…………….….                            book about animals. There is a bear on the …                       

 

 

………………..                       It has  ……………………                   pictures. It is of                   

 

 

100…………………..…  
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Friday –family – different – storybooks -  information - nice 

When you went 

………………… 

 

 

Who you went with 

……………………… 

How was the day 

…………………….. 

What books you bought 

…………………………. 


